ourite Goall-Setting To
ool =
Our Favo

SPPECIFIC
Make it one distinct goal
Make it clear
Narrow it down so it is as spec
cific as pos
ssible
Pinpointt it so you can
c easily state
s
your goal and wh
hoever hearrs the statement has vvery little
question
ns as to what your goa
al would enttail
“My goal is to…
…specifically
ly I would lik
ke to…”

MEASUREAABLE
Develop
p a system that
t
allows you to “rate
e” how far yyou’ve com
me and how
w far you
have to go
Come up with a wa
ay to know that
t
you ha
ave indeed a
accomplish
hed your go
oal
“I wiill do such and
a such by
y this date. I will know
w that I havve achieved
d my goals w
when I rece
eive…”

ACCTION-ORIIENTED
Make su
ure that you
u are descriibing how you
y are goin
ng to turn yyour words into
reality
Explain what you can
c do to brring your vis
sion to actio
on
“In o
order to ach
hieve this goal I will do
o the followiing things…
…”

REEALISTIC
Make su
ure your goal is achiev
vable in the place that you are, w
with the reso
ources that you have,
and the time that yo
ou are give
en
“This
is goal is re
ealistic beca
ause…and as long as I…”

TIMMELY
Give you
urself a cou
uple of dead
dlines to ke
eep yourself on track.
Put thos
se deadline in a calend
dar with rem
minders of w
what you are suppose
ed to do
when
“I wiill contact so-and-so
s
by…I
b
will schedule a meeting
m
by…
…I will have
e my plan co
omplete byy…”

Past Student Exemplars: SMART Goals
Grade 5 Camp Counseling
S: My goal is to make sure every child in my cabin is included and getting along. I will help by getting involved
in the activities we do in our cabin and making sure we all want to do it. With compromise, everyone will be
included and get along.
M: I will know when I have accomplished my goal when everyone is participating in our conversations and are
having fun.
A: To make my goal become a reality I will make sure that not only I am involved but my cabin kids are as
well. We will have group conversations and cabin activities.
R: My goal is realistic because I will be guiding everyone to include each kid. I will make all the children feel
welcome in whatever we do.
T: From the moment I meet the kids in my cabin, I will make sure each kid knows they are welcome to join in
conversations and anything else we might do. By the end of the trip there should be few disagreements and any
that may happen will be resolved.
Organizing Committee for the Terry Fox Run:
S: My first goal in this leadership experience is to encourage everyone in the senior school to take a pledge
form and get pledges, no matter how many.
M: I will measure this by the number of pledge forms I hand out and the number of forms I get back.
A: This goal is attainable because by raising awareness I can educate the students of the great need of cancer
funding and motivate them to get as many pledges as they can!
R: I believe that this is a realistic goal because it is one that I can do all of the time. It will not matter if I am in
between classes or at lunch, I can constantly be reminding people of this importance of these pledges.
T: This is a timely goal because it will need to be completed by the deadline for pledges, September 28th, 2011.
Thunderbird Mentoring
S: To always act with patience with the students.
M: I will measure my success by how calm I am during our sessions, and how understanding I become of the
students.
A: I will try not to get irritated, and quell any short-tempered reactions. I will always act with a smile and with
composure.
R: This goal is realistic because I have learned through the past year at Thunderbird, that patience is key to the
students' understanding. I have become much more patient than I was last year, but still I would like to develop
more patience and tolerance, to the extent where I do not have to remind myself how to act with the students.
T: This goal is one that will be carried on throughout the next 2 years I volunteer with Thunderbird Mentoring.
Although this year has already past, and the last Thunderbird Mentoring session has ended, I look forward to the
start of next year. Meanwhile, I will make sure to build up my patience in all aspects of my life, in preparation
for Thunderbird Mentoring.

